Mapping Wake County:
A Youth Service Provider Interactive Map
HELLO
my name is

A little about me and my organization...
Our Task: Collect information on youth service providers in an assigned geographical region of Wake County.
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Health
Personal & Workforce Development
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Recreation & Physical Activity
Education

Geographic Regions

internet searches
phone interviews
in-person interviews

Location
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$$ Fee$$
Geographic Regions
internet searches
phone interviews
in-person interviews
Accomplished!

More than 1000 points!

Published on ArcGIS Online!
Exploring
Zoom to area
Turn on desired content
Click on your point of interest
Contribute
write down providers you know in the area

Share the map with others!
embed the map in your website
e-mail the link to your friends
tell people you know

download the free app and help us collect information
Share the map with others!

- embed the map in your website
- email the link to your friends
- tell people you know
download the free app and help us collect information
THANK YOU